Effect of base composition at the center of inverted repeated DNA sequences on cruciform transitions in DNA.
We have analyzed the effect of base composition at the center of symmetry of inverted repeated DNA sequences on cruciform transitions in supercoiled DNA. For this we have constructed two series of palindromic DNA sequences: one set with differing center and one set with differing center and arm sequences. The F series consists of two 96-base pair perfect inverted repeats which are identical except for the central 10 base pairs which consist of pure AT or GC base pairs. The S series was constructed such that the overall base composition of the inverted repeats was identical but in which the positioning of blocks of AT- and GC-rich sequences varied. The rate of cruciform formation for the inverted repeats in plasmid pUC8 was dramatically influenced by the 8-10 base pairs at the center of the inverted repeat. Inverted repeats with 8-10 AT base pairs in the center were kinetically much more active in cruciform formation than inverted repeats with 8-10 GC base pairs in the center. These experiments show a dominant influence of the center sequences of inverted repeats on the rate of cruciform formation.